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FOUNDED BY FISHERMEN. WITH ENGINEERING DEGREES.

With today’s marine technology advancing so rapidly, consumers are understandably cautious when it 
comes to purchasing marine electronics due to products becoming obsolete soon after hitting 
shelves. ProNav set out to break that mold by providing an integrated wireless firmware update feature 
in our products so that customers are never stuck with outdated electronics again. We back up the 
ProNav Angler with an industry-best two year warranty, an unheard of one-year satisfaction guarantee, 
and “small business” customer support. We call it the ProNav Promise: we develop robust products 
that we stand behind and back with world-class customer support, because we are fishermen too.

- Travis White, CEO and Co-Founder

Read our story at www.ProNavMarine.com/about



PRONAV ANGLER | SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The ProNav™ Angler GPS Autopilot is a smart, GPS-guided autopilot system that controls your boat’s every move, 
so you don’t have to. Driven by the easy-to-use ProNav Angler Chartplotter App (found on Google Play or iOS App 
Store) you can quickly connect your smartphone or tablet to the Angler on or off the grid; the ProNav Angler does 
not require cell service or a data connection to function. Designed to let anglers focus on fishing, not fighting to 
keep their boats on course, the compact GPS device connects to the shaft of your bowmount trolling motor in 
seconds and allows you to easily control a full suite of navigational functions directly from your mobile device 
without the need for a costly chartplotting sonar unit. The new ProNav Motion Controller Accessory adds 
PointDrive™ point-and-go driving, PointJog™ automatic positioning, and an arsenal of additional features to make 
boat control easier than ever. ProNav SMARTSYNC is the seamless integration of these smart control options to 
provide you with intuitive, total freedom on the water.

Are you ready for total freedom on the water?

PRONAV SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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PRONAV ANGLER | HARDWARE & TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY THAT MAKES
FISHING EASIER AND MORE FUN.

•  B L U E T O O T H  S M A R T  4 . 0
•  1 0  A X I S  C O M P A S S
•  M A R I N E - G R A D E  G P S  
• ADVANCED PID CONTROL ALGORITHMS
•  C L O U D - C O N N E C T E D
•  W I R E L E S S  F I R M W A R E  U P D A T E S

Developed with expandable capabilities and continuously evolving control 
algorithms, the ProNav Angler has a rich suite of sensors and communica-
tion for cutting edge control. As the first GPS autopilot employing Bluetooth 
Smart (4.0) technology, the ProNav Angler leads the way in leveraging the 
Internet of Things (IoT), to unlock advanced controls. Precise control relies 
on the 10-axis motion and compass module, an advanced GPS, and robust 
PID control loops tailored for high performance boat positioning. As a 
connected device, the ProNav system can be upgraded wirelessly, via mobile 
app updates coming directly from our developers. This means the newest 
updates and product expansions are available to all users, not just the 
newest users.

PLUG AND PLAY AUTOPILOT
BUILT TO LAST A LIFETIME.
The ProNav Angler system is built to last. Starting with a 
hardened plastic case with A stainless steel reinforcement, the 
hardware can withstand the toughest environments and 
harshest conditions. The electronics are protected by an epoxy 
potting that provides shock and drop protection while also 
serving as a waterproof corrosion barrier. Strong cables and 
plugs offer secure, sealed connections to the motor that you can 
count on.

•  T O O L- F R E E  I N S T A L L A T I O N
•  FULLY POTTED WITH DURABLE, MARINE-GRADE EPOXY
•  S E A L E D ,  M A R I N E - G R A D E  C O N N E C T O R S
•  S T A I N L E S S  S T E E L  R E I N F O R C E M E N T



SAY HELLO TO YOUR NEW

PRONAV ANGLER | APP FEATURES

NAVIONICS CHARTS INTEGRATION •  F U L L  M A N U A L  C O N T R O L
•  U N L I M I T E D  S T O R A G E
•  S H A R E  R O U T E S  &  WAY P O I N T S
•  A U T O M A T I C  C L O U D  B A C K U P

ProNav has partnered with Navionics to integrate their 
world-leading cartography into the ProNav™ Angler 
Chartplotter Application. With Navionics integration, 
the ProNav app turns your smartphone or tablet into a 
powerful chartplotter device. View one-foot contours 
and underwater details for as low as $14.99.

CHARTPLOTTER.
The ProNav Angler is the world’s first and most 
capable GPS Autopilot to be controlled by an app on 
a smartphone or tablet. Designed as a simple add 
on, easily and quickly add features your trolling 
motor doesn’t have at a fraction of the cost and 
complexity of other systems. Designed specifically 
for fishing, it is backed by the ProNav Promise and 
will make your day on the water more successful.

The ProNav Angler allows you to create 
unlimited routes on your favorite 
bodies of water. Routes can be created 
and easily  modified on or off the water 
from your mobile device - use the map 
view to select points along your 
desired route. Your traveled path is 
recordedwith “bread crumbs” and can 
easily be converted into a saved route.

EASY TO USE ROUTES
Regardless of wind, waves, or current, 
the ProNav Angler’s Anchor can hold a 
precise boat position to fit your needs. 
Anchor points are easy to create and 
select from the Live Map View, and 
the Angler’s Go-To-Anchor feature can 
guide you in to a distant anchor point 
from any location. Save unlimited 
anchor points in the ProNav Cloud.

SPOT ON GPS ANCHOR VECTOR HEADING LOCK
ProNav Angler Vector Navigation will 
keep your boat on a straight course by 
correcting for drift caused by wind, 
waves, or current. This feature is ideal 
for days where conditions are less 
than ideal but the bite is good. Choose 
between GPS Vector and Compass 
Heading Lock to dial in exactly how 
you want to fish.



PRONAV ANGLER | MOTION CONTROLLER ACCESSORY

The ProNav Angler Motion™ is a revolutionary handheld controller that gives anglers the edge they seek with 
PointDrive™ point-and-go driving, PointJog™ automatic positioning, and an arsenal of additional features to make 
boat control easier than ever. ProNav Angler Motion is a waterproof, handheld controller that pairs via Bluetooth 
with the ProNav Angler, a GPS autopilot for electric trolling motors, to give you total boat control independently 
from or in conjunction with the ProNav Angler Chartplotter App.

MOTION HANDHELD CONTROLLER ACCESSORY

POINT. DRIVE. FISH.

Speed Control
Switch back and forth between setting a speed in 

MPH and setting a motor thrust percentage.

Bluetooth Connection
A robust Bluetooth connection automati-
cally pairs with the ProNav Angler GPS 
(after initial pairing) and 
also syncs with the ProNav Angler 
Chartplotting App for custom configuration 
of the ProNav Angler Motion and current 
navigation readouts.

GPS Anchor
Pressing the anchor button will hold your 
boat in its current location. When in 
anchor mode, easily PointJog your 
position by pointing the controller and 
pressing the Drive button to adjust your 
anchor location a set distance in the 
pointed direction.

Mark Button 
Easily mark your favorite fishing spots, 
catches, or structure that you locate — 
points will be saved in the ProNav 
Angler app.

Play/Pause
Pause your route or anchor, navigate 
with manual controls around obstacles 
and resume by hitting the button again.

PointDrive™ and PointJog™
The Drive™ button can be used to change 
your heading and to jog your anchor 
location by simply pointing the controller 
in the direction you want to go and 
pressing the button.

Manual Control
Increase or decrease thrust, turn left or 
right, turn the prop on and off, and 
adjust your vector heading on the fly.

Compass Vector Heading Lock
Maintain a compass heading with the 
Compass Vector Lock. Easily achieve a 
controlled drift with the wind, waves, and 
current while keeping a fixed heading. 
Quickly change your heading by pointing 
the controller in any direction and 
pressing the Drive button.

GPS Vector Heading Lock
Set a fixed course over ground with the 
GPS Vector Lock and stay on it while 
your motor does the work against wind, 
waves, and current. Adjust your course 
over ground by pointing the controller in 
any direction and pressing the Drive 
button.



When you offer an unheard of one-year satisfaction guarantee, a two-year warranty, and unbeatable 
customer support, you create a brand promise that can’t be beat. Whether you have sales-related 
questions or need product support, the ProNav team is here for you. That’s the difference. 
That is the ProNav Promise.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEE + WARRANTY + WORLD CLASS SUPPORT.  
THAT IS THE PRONAV PROMISE.



Phone: (906) 523-7007 Email: info@pronavmarine.com ProNavMarine.com


